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The god of war was called…….. 

Tiu Thor Frigga Woden

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This flag…………the Iranian nationality.

Upholds supports symbolizes harmonizes

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Morad is a(n)………boy. His behavior should be symbol to everybody.

Extremely friendly similar gently

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is understood that well all read books for…..of reasons. 

equality  difficulty  funny variety

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The picture is really a masterpiece of painting and I`m totally…..in its scenery. 

Concentrated diveinto wrapped up harmonized

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There`s been a tough…….between the two groups to win the first prize.

Competition alteration  consultation communication

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A journalist lost his life when the…..exploded in the scene. 

Report explosive directive mob

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She is an experienced…..so she will be able to detect the place from this height. 

Navigator auditor aviator performer

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If you know a foreign language, you`ll ……your friendship much more quickly. 

Promote remote succeed remind

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What I`ve told you will do it well. I don`t need to…….my plan.

Perfect  complicate  improve elaborate

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

At last, he was………to choose the new routine in the factory.

Included concluded authorized required

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Why don`t you buy it? I can`t……it.

Affirm afford furnish yield

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some grownups enjoy playing………….games.

Humanity  defendant safety childish

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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 Police find an important……that the manager was guilty.

Purpose evidence  plain  grounds

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The terrorist had been……several crimes against the public.

Responded for occupied with Insisted on accused of

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They will hold a(n)………to introduce rare history books. 

Displaying demonstration exhibition  evidence

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What you are saying is……to the discussed matter.

Irrelevant  consistent sensitive  variable

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You have to learn how to…..your time to reach home on time.

Decide develop adjust  turn out

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She could…………small insects under the microscope to study them. 

Misshape  magnify equip  pile up

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They neither eat nor sleep accurately.

properly  definitely closely recently

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Every culture has methods of gaining food and shelter. 

distributing           obtaining

 assigning  carving

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

He didn`t want to……someone else affairs.

Transact exclude cooperated  interfere

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mike will ……..clouds of smoke whenever he enters in that room for he doesn't smoke.

Expand exhale record conflict

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The doctor said “He……..from malnutrition."

Robs obtains suffers  addicts

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Astronomers aren't sure how a quasar……so much energy. 

generates attains attaches accuses

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The driver…..for high speed and extra passengers.

over-viewed  over-estimated

over-thought over-charged

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Two words which have different meaning, but similar spelling, they are called......... 

Handicraft pictograph homographs radiograph

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His information about the geology and animals life…..the viewers.

predominated  overvalued awarded  overwhelmed

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He became ill and lost his…..memory. 

chemical emotional conscious revival

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You must be very careful because  signs of the new….are all around us.

Anxiety effort effect  malaise

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There has been a good and lasting......…between the two parties. 

Celebration friendship  situation conclusion

31-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Flood and earthquake…….those houses which are at the river bank.

threaten Molten motion  caution

32-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The government will build ................apartments in this area. 

Unlimited  out dated

 multi storey threatening

33-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The boy is a(n)…..engineer everybody admires his intelligent.

outstanding spacious

 glorious stimulating

34-

1. 2.

3. 4.

When I got back home the air was……hot and intolerable. 

Obviously extremely seemingly destroying

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When civilization spread the tribes has been gradually…….

Removed established tamed neglected

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This style of religious ceremonies has become more…..than a few years ago. 

Executive laborious devise elaborate

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As time goes on more……is used and various designs become fashionable. 

Ornamentation mourning headgear position

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She has a very bad….for she has a weak backbone. 

Posture inherence complexion achievement

39-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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He is very lazy as a result his entire important parts of his vital organs…..into inactivity. 

Cracked crashed  cramped composed

40-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is a good athlete; he has won several …..

Instruction  attraction competitions permission

41-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 A person can learn from experience how to hook and………properly. 

Separate a fish

Tire out a fish

cast a net

choose a method

42-

1.

2.

3.

4.

You have had an interesting …….among the group in the picture. 

Pressure posture  function upright

43-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The book has been written ……a man who has done lots of service to the country.

In favor of In relation to  at the majority in order to

44-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This program needs a complete…….for it will not accepted by the majority of the people. 

Insertion condition revision disputing

45-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This coat …..after I had worn it for a few days. 

Went off rescued  delayed stretched out

46-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They listened to the president's speech ……..

Valuably  attentively desirably  restrictedly

47-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I will ……..the meeting as soon as I can finish my work. 

Affect attend account value

48-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Police were able to …….hostages in 2 hours. 

Supply rescue reserve equip

49-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He took of his razor and….…his beard until it was as smooth as the palm of a hand. 

Shaved off  shook trimmed off dropped in

50-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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